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Red Cross flags wave over Helsinki during Red Cross Week.

1 he ten year period of activity herein briefly reviewed for the international 
Red Cross conference has been the most eventful chapter in the history of 
the Finnish Red Cross and at the same time one of unprecedented develop
ment. This period covers the war years of 1939-1940 and 1941-1944, which 
subjected the powers of the Red Cross to a terrific strain, and the subsequent 
reconstruction years, which obliged the Red Cross to increase its efforts in 
many fields of activity and, in fact, to adopt neiv tasks into its program. 
At the end of this decade the Finnish Red Cross could also record in its 
annals the celebration of an important anniversary: in 1947 exactly seventy 
years had passed since the founding of the society.
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This review includes a brief description, in the beginning, of the vi
cissitudes and organization of the Finnish Red Cross and, after that, a 
summary of its activities during the war and the subsequent reconstruction 
period as ivell as of its duties and achievements in peacetime. In addition, 
there is a separate description of the work of the Child Welfare Section 
of the Society, the Mannerheim League, during the decade 1938-1948.

Helsinki, July 1948.

THE C E N T R A L  C O M M I T T E E  
OF THE FI NNI S H RED CROSS
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Professor R. Faltin, Nestor of Finnish tvar surgeons, has served in 
wars on three continents. He was a doctor in the war between Turkey 
and Greece in 1897, chief of the Finnish Red Cross ambulance in the 
Russo-Japanese War of 1904—05, in Wrorld War I and in the 
Abyssinian War o f 1935, and a Red Cross doctor in the Finnish 

wars of 1918, 1939—40 and 1941—44.

E sta b l i sh m e n t  and D e v e lo p m e n t  oí the Society

The Red Cross idea arrived in Finland at an early date. Henri Du- 
nant’s book Souvenir de Solferino paved the way to the founding of 
the Red Cross Society in Finland. On March 15, 1876, the regulations 
of the original Finnish Red Cross, The Finnish Society for the Care of 
Wounded and Sick Soldiers, were adopted and on May 7, 1877 the 
society was formally established. Since Finland belonged until 1917 to 
Russia as a Grand Duchy, the organization operated under the Russian 
Red Cross Society in wartime during the first few decades of its existence. 
It sent ambulances of its own to theaters of war on a number of occa
sions and otherwise worked to realize the aims of the Red Cross. Its 
program also included many peacetime activities.
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When Finland became independent the Finnish Red Cross was able 
to expand its program to the full. Its organizational structure was 
reformed and in every respect it attained the status and character of 
a national Red Cross Society. It was then that its name ivas changed 
to the Finnish Red Cross. The International Committee of the Red Cross 
gave it formal recognition in 1920 as a national Red Cross society, and 
the following year the League of Red Cross Societies approved its 
membership.

At the head of the Finnish Red Cross there is a Council of thirty 
members, which, together with its chairman, is elected by the annual 
meeting of the Society. The Council, again, chooses from its own midst 
a Central Committee, which includes, in addition to the Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman of the Society, four members. The Committee directs 
the practical work of the Society.

In respect to its activities, the Finnish Red Cross is a ivholly inde
pendent and free civic organization. Thus it is not obliged to submit its 
decisions and projects to any State agency for approval. On the other 
hand, it works, whenever occasion arises, in collaboration with the au
thorities. Throughout its existence the Society has effectively supported 
legally established nursing and public health work by frequently taking 
the initiative in promoting legislative measures in their behalf. The 
support it gave the whole nation during the war years has been univer
sally recognized and acknowledged.

As active program director there is a salaried Secretary-General 
elected by the Central Committee. The office personnel of the Central 
Committee and the District Committees work for a salary. In addition, the 
personnel of the Society’ s various institutions, such as hospitals, health 
stations and homes for disabled war veterans are paid regular wages.

Many Red Cross workers have, however, volunteered their services for 
nothing. Women in particular have shown a lively interest in the So
ciety. The Women’s Committee working for the Central Committee and 
the Women’s Committees attached to the District Committees work 
on a purely voluntary basis.
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The Finnish Red 
Cross Hospital in 
Helsinki.

Structure oi the Organization and Financing its Program

A necessary condition for the successful work of the Finnish Red 
Cross was the organizational structure, started already earlier but crystal
lized during the past decade, which secured for the Society an opportu
nity to expand its activities throughout the country.
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The country is divided into Red Cross districts roughly corresponding 
to the administrative provinces. The first district was established in 
1926, the last exactly twenty years later. There are now fourteen of 
them. The activities carried out in each o f them are directed by the 
District Committees. Local agencies are the branches of the Mannerheim 
League for Child Welfare, which was founded in 1920 and joined to the 
Red Cross in 1925 as a special section; and of these local branches there 
are now 593, covering nearly all the Finnish and bilingual parishes in 
the land. In the Swedish-speaking parishes of the southern and western 
coasts and the coastal archipelago, the Finnish Red Cross collaborates 
with the Samfundet Folkhalsan i Svenska Finland, an organization 
devoted to the cause of promoting public health. The Finnish Red 
Cross likewise maintains agents in the various parishes; at the end of 
1947 there were about 480 of them.

The number of members in the Society rose at the end of 1947 to about 
55.000. This number has steadily increased. Membership drives have 
been conducted in connection with »Red Cross Weeks» organized by 
the Society for propaganda purposes.

The State subsidizes Red Cross work only to the extent o f contri
buting to the maintenance of the cottage hospitals. The rest of the 
program must be financed through donations, collections and business 
enterprise. Especially during the war years the Finnish Red Cross re
ceived substantial donations to support its work. Welfare work for the 
benefit of disabled soldiers in particular was given financial backing 
by wide sections of the population. Of recent years the Society has 
received large donations to combat rheumatic diseases and to finance 
the building of a rheumatism hospital. The Women’s Committees have 
been especially successful in collecting funds for Red Cross work. Lotte
ries have proved the most fruitful sources of revenue; the prizes have 
mainly been articles sent from Sweden as gifts for this express purpose. 
Funds have also been raised by selling a special Red Cross flower. The 
Finnish Red Cross has the right each year to issue special surcharged 
postage stamps, which have yielded considerable sums to the Society’s
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treasury. In addition, the Society’s Floral Fund, with its illuminated 
addresses for such purposes as congratulations and condolences, publi
cations, greeting cards, etc., have proved to be good sources of income.

Red Cross Stamps.
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Activity during the W ar Years 1 9 3 9 — 1940 and 1 9 4 0 — 1944

1 he Finnish Red Cross, in accordance with the obligations of national 
Red Cross societies, had already during peace-time made preparations 
to give the Army Medical Staff effective support. It was thus able, upon 
the outbreak of the Winter War at the end of 1939, to give over to the 
use of the Défense Forces seventeen fully equipped field hospitals as 
well as a large quantity of supplies required for the treatment of wound
ed men. It also placed at the disposal of the Army medical authorities 
the motor ambulances, airplanes and medicaments it had received from 
abroad, chiefly from various foreign Red Cross societies. In addition, 
it was able to help out by donating considerable quantities of vitamin- 
rich food supplies. Its surgical hospital in Helsinki was transformed 
into a war hospital, in connection with which extra wards were establish
ed in schools and other suitable buildings, so that at the height of its 
program it had accomodations for 1.600 patients. In this war hospital 
the Finnish Red Cross gave treatment primarily to men with serious 
limb and nerve injuries. For patients released from the hospital numerous 
convalescent homes were maintained in the environs of Helsinki. Al
ready during the Winter War, moreover, it organized a relief program 
for war invalids about which more detailed information will follow.

Of particular significance was the support given by the Finnish 
Red Cross to the Army Medical Staff, for it recruited the entire nursing 
personnel. Since 1926 the society has maintained a Reserve of Nurses 
to which all the trained nurses in the country voluntarily belong; its 
membership is now about 12.000. Its members have agreed to aid the 
society in the event of war, epidemics and other national disasters. 
During the war 62,6 % of the nurses’ reserve served at various times 
in the army medical corps. Reserve nurses were needed over a period 
of nearly seven years for tasks connected with the war and their con
tribution in treating the wounded and in other nursing duties was in
valuable in the emergency conditions. In recognition of war-time ser-
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Members of the Finnish Red Cross nurses’ reserve leaving for duty in field and war hospitals.

A Red Cross sister in
structing an auxiliary sis
ter in wrapping bandages.
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vice, the International Committee of the Red Cross awarded the Flo
rence Nightingale medal to three Finnish nurses in 1947.

In 1941 the Finnish Red Cross founded an organization of Auxiliary 
Sisters to lighten the burden of work of the trained personnel, especially 
under emergency conditions, by assisting in the simpler duties of nurs
ing. Eligible as auxiliary sisters are young women ready to take an eight 
months’ course in the theory and practise of nursing. During the war 
they performed valuable services and subsequently it has been possible 
to employ them successfully during the current protracted shortage of 
trained nurses in hospitals, homes for the aged, etc. The organization 
now has about 2.500 members.

On account of military action the inhabitants of the eastern frontier 
zone were forced to move to other parts of the country. In the peace 
treaties bringing to an end the Winter War and the Second Campaign, 
Finland lost considerable territory by cession to the U.S.S.R. A total 
of nearly 1/2 million persons was uprooted and had to be situated else
where. The Finnish Red Cross gave assistance to the displaced persons 
both during the phase of evacuation and the subsequent reconstruction 
period. A considerable part of its gift supplies from abroad, notably 
clothing and foodstuffs, were distributed to the displaced population. 
This aid was extremely welcome in view of the fact that many of the 
refugees had been unable to take along even the most essential personal 
belongings in abandoning their homes.

One task directly connected with the war was the maintenance of 
a War Prisoners’ Bureau. It was established already in 1939 and it 
functioned during both wars according to international conventions 
drawn up at Geneva governing the treatment of prisoners of war. This 
bureau, which closed down at the beginning of 1945, took care of re
laying questions concerning prisoners and acted as a clearing house 
for prisoners’ mail. It likewise sent to prisoners’ camps for distribution 
considerable shipments of gift supplies, including clothing, foodstuffs, 
reading matter, etc., received from abroad.

The care of disabled soldiers was one of the most important tasks of
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Blind war veteran making 
baskets. The picture was 
taken at the Red Cross 
institute for the war- 
blinded.

The Finnish Red Cross 
operates a factory for the 
manufacture of artificial 
limbs and supports needed 
by disabled war veterans.
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the Finnish Red Cross during the ten year period, starting with the 
Winter War. This phase of its work still continues, though many duties 
connected with the program have been assumed by the State or the 
war invalids’ own fraternal association. In this field, where the society 
had already gained exprience to some extent, having in many ways taken 
care of disabled veterans of the Finnish War of Liberation, it has done 
pioneer work. The care of disabled soldiers takes three major forms: 
medical treatment, occupational training and social welfare.

The society concentrated its medical service in its war hospital and 
after the termination of hostilities in its hospital for wounded soldiers. 
In order to be able to offer disabled service men the long-term treat
ment and care they needed the society in 1940 established in Helsinki 
a war invalid hospital with 600 beds, which operated uutil the end of 
1946. During this time the hospital treated about 12.000 patients, mostly 
invalids with serious limb injuries. In the society’s own hospital and 
emergency wards, treatment was given men with brain and nerve in
juries. The Finnish Red Cross hospital still maintains a special ward 
for war invalids with nerve injuries. In addition, the society founded 
in 1945 near Helsinki a special hospital for disabled war veterans in 
this category. This hospital, with its 200 beds, still continues to operate.

The Finnish Red Cross undertook to give occupational therapy as 
soon as the wounded began to arrive in its hospitals. The initial phases 
were work at hobbies and short occupational courses, which at the same 
time as they improved the patients’ power of motion and manipulation 
and restored their will to live were suitable preparation for future 
occupational training. The occupational therapy has been continued 
to the present and it can boast of very excellent results. Up to the year 
1942 the Finnish Red Cross also organized regular courses in occupa
tional training. Rut then the program was taken over by the State, so 
that the courses were terminated. Even after that, however, the society 
has assisted in this program by maintaining in Helsinki seven dormi
tories for war invalids carrying on studies.

The social welfare program has been especially many-sided. On the
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one hand, war invalids have heen helped out on an emergency basis 
as well as by distributing clothing and foodstuffs to their families. On 
the other hand, efforts have been made to help the war invalids help 
themselves. Already after the Winter War the society undertook to 
distribute so-called basic aid, taking the form of financial assistance to 
cover, for instance, school expenses, the costs of establishing a home, 
the purchase of work tools and equipment, etc. This activity was con
tinued up to the end of 1947 in collaboration with the war invalids’ 
own association, with which the society has worked hand in hand in 
other respects the whole time.

Besides the brain and nerve invalids, the Finnish Red Cross has 
devoted special care to the ivar-blinded, of whom there are about 180 
from both wars. The society maintains a special institution for the 
war-blinded and arranges for their entire schooling. It has distributed 
radios, special watches and typewriters manufactured for the blind 
and also it was on the initiative of the society that seeing-eye dogs 
were provided them.

For the care of disabled veterans of the war the Finnish Red Cross 
has spent over 100.000.000 Finnish marks out of its own funds.

From the war period it might still be pointed out that the Finnish 
Red Cross, which during the Winter War had received appreciable and 
effective aid from abroad, wanted on its own part to help a friend in 
need. When in 1940 Norway was caught in the war, the society equipped 
its own ambulance, which included several automobiles and a number 
of doctors and nurses. Flostilities ended in Norway so fast, however, 
that the ambulance got only as far the border between Sweden and Nor
way.
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The Finnish Red Cross has about 500 medical supplies loan depots. The picture was taken
at the depot in Helsinki.

Activity  during the Postw ar R econ stru ction  Period

In the great reconstruction program Finland had to undertake after 
the war, the national Red Cross wanted to participate. In a way, relief 
to displaced persons and the care o f war invalids belonged among the 
tasks of reconstruction. Its own share in the reconstruction program 
the Finnish Red Cross carried out primarily by raising the level of public 
health and promoting nursing conditions, both of them services sorely 
needed in the war-damaged and territorially reduced country. At the 
same time, these tasks in themselves constituted cardinal elements of 
the Red Cross peace-time program. Moreover, it was able to alleviate 
the extremely difficult supply situation by distributing large quanti
ties of clothing and foodstuffs from abroad.
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The long war years and the resultant food shortage greatly weakened 
the nation’s physical condition and seriously imperiled the health of 
children and youth, in particular. For this reason, a systematic program 
of public health work was necessary. The Finnish Red Cross has intensi
fied its health education program by arranging courses and lectures 
and expanding its publication activity. Furthermore, it has pushed 
forward the establishment o f institutions devoted to this purpose. In 
particular, it has in the latter respect energetically engaged in campaign
ing for the erection of health houses by trying to impress on the autho
rities their significance and raising funds for the task.

The improvement of nursing conditions has been vital in a country 
which as a result of the wars lost accomodations for about 3.000 hospital 
patients. Inasmuch as it has been difficult for the State to get new hos
pitals built quickly, the contribution of the Finnish Red Cross in this 
field has been most welcome. On its own part, the Finnish Red Cross 
also lost part of its most valuable property. The two up-to-date child
ren’s hospitals it opened in the eastern frontier zone were destroyed, 
and at the end of the war only three of its original eight cottage hospi-

»Baby parcels» donated by the American 
Red Cross being distributed.
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tals were any longer standing. In addition, practically speaking, all the 
welfare institutions in Lapland belonging to the Red Cross were destroyed.

During the reconstruction period, which still continues, the Finnish 
Red Cross has by now scored some notable achievements. For example, 
the children’s hospitals destroyed in the frontier region have been re
built and re-opened. At Rovaniemi a children’s hospital designed to 
serve the population of North Finland has been established, largely on 
funds contributed by Sweden. In the three children’s hospitals there 
are somewhat over 100 beds. Two entirely new cottage hospitals have 
been opened and two others are on the verge of completion. One of 
these has been built near the Finnish-Norwegian border on funds do
nated by the Swedish Red Cross.

In this connection, it is fitting to mention that during the recon
struction period the loan service of nursing equipment has expanded 
many times over. Before the war there were only a few loan depots in 
operation. Nowadays there are about 500, which means that almost 
every parish has one; in fact, some of the bigger parishes have as many 
as two or three. The Swedish Red Cross gave very considerable support 
in establishing them by donating the supplies for 100 depots in the north 
of Finland.

One of the primary tasks of the Finnish Red Cross during the re
construction period has been the distribution of relief supplies from abroad, 
above all the United States, Sweden and Switzerland. During the Winter 
War, aid came from nearly everywhere in the world, and after the hos
tilities the American Red Cross gave Finland effective aid. After the 
termination of the Second Campaign, it organized an extensive relief 
program, which included the shipment to the Finnish Red Cross for 
distribution of clothing and provisions, medicaments, concentrated food
stuffs, blood plasma, nursing equipment and vehicles of transportation. 
The society received nearly two million different articles of clothing, 
thirty-five different motor vehicles, 500 bicycles and nearly 250.000 
liters of motor fuel. Moreover, the American Junior Red Cross sent Fin
land, among other things about 65.000 gift packages for distribution to-
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Trucks donated by the American Red Cross in Helsinki harbor. On the 
side of each truck there reads: »Finnish Red Cross. Gift of the 

American Red Cross.»

school children. The total value of the aid sent by the American Red 
Cross amounted to about $ 6.500.000. Mention of some aspects of the aid 
contributed by the Swedish Red Cross has already been made. In addi 
tion, Sweden sent large quantities of clothing to Finland. The Swiss 
relief organization, Don Suisse, donated, among other things, ten ambu
lance cars, equipment for a dozen polyclinics, clothing and bandage 
supplies, medicaments, etc.

Considerable and welcome donations came also from the Norwegian 
Red Cross, the Canadian Red Cross and Finns living in Canada, Austra
lia and other countries.
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Count Folke Bernadotte visiting the Finnish Red Cross Hospital in March 1948. The picture 
shows patients of the children’s ward receiving presents.

R e g u la r  P e a c e - t im e  Duties  during the Decade

In the foregoing, in describing the work accomplished during the re
construction period, mention has already been made of certain tasks 
which belong to the Finnish Red Cross peace-time program in general. 
In this connection, the activity of the society will be described in the 
specific light of normal conditions. During the period 1938— 1948, the 
work of the Finnish Red Cross on behalf of the peace-time aims of the 
Red Cross was established on a firmer basis, than ever and made more 
effective. It may be said that its war-time activities spurred the society 
on to ever more purposeful and fruitful efforts.
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Of the regular medical institutions under the administration of the 
Finnish Red Cross, the Red Cross Hospital in Helsinki continued to be 
the most important. When the institution opened in 1932, it had acco
modations for 150 patients. As the years went by, the number of beds 
was increased, so that nowadays there are 200. IN ear the close of the 
decade under examination, the hospital — in October, 1947 — celebrated 
its fifteenth anniversary. During these fifteen years it had accomodated 
a grand total of about 52.000 patients. Its polyclinic, which in respect 
to the number of patients treated ranks as the largest in the nordic 
countries, had in this period received a total of more than 700.000 persons 
for examination and treatment. In the foregoing, the hospital was men
tioned as having served in wartime as the central institution of the 
society’s war hospital. The hospital has played a significant role as an 
educational institution. As a surgical hospital and first-aid station, it 
has been able to provide both its doctors and its nurses with guidance, 
and instruction in the special duties of wartime. The Auxiliary Sisters’ 
organization has furthermore used it as a training center. Both during 
peace and war first-aid courses have been organized there. At these 
courses many thousands of first-aid workers have received training.

Public health education, which the Finnish Red Cross has promoted 
particularly in out-of-the-way communities, has been, as already pointed

The Turunmaa dist
rict branch o f the 
Finnish Red Cross 
owns a motorboat 
known as »the 
health boat». Red 
Cross workers move 
about the extensive 
archipelago in it, 
conducting health 
examinations, etc.
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Scouts taking courses in 
first-aid at the Finnish 
Red Cross Hospital.

out, quite systematic. Unfortunately, the most important centers of 
this program, the cottage hospitals, were extremely hard hit by the 
war. Those cottage hospitals enabled to carry on were all the more 
important under the prevailing circumstances. Increasing the effecti
veness of public guidance in matters of health was aimed at also with 
the supply of a motor-boat by the district committee of Turunmaa for 
service along the coast and in the archipelago; in addition, the boat is 
used by the Red Cross personnel for transportation in conducting mass 
tuberculosis examinations and giving inoculations, etc.

During the decade 1938—1948 the Finnish Red Cross was able to 
attend in only partial measure to the surgical treatment of cases of cleft 
palate, a service it had inaugurated in the middle ’30s. The emergency 
hospital maintained by it for this purpose was damaged during the Win
ter War so badly that it could no longer be used. Operations on cleft 
palate cases thus had to be carried out in other hospitals, as, for instance,
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the Red Cross Invalid Hospital. Holding courses to remedy speech 
defects was also ruled out over practically the whole period. The Finnish 
Red Cross will, however, soon reorganize its program of operational 
treatment of cleft palate, and speech courses will likewise probably 
be resumed.

The Finnish Red Cross worked in many ways to improve first-aid 
standards. In the foregoing, mention has been made of the courses 
organized in its hospital. In this connection mention might also he made 
of the loan depots and the medicine chests established in coastal and 
island districts. There will shortly appear a popular handbook of first-aid 
and nursing for home libraries published by the Finnish Red Cross. In 
this connection, the establishment of first-aid stations along the main 
highways through joint action of the Finnish Red Cross and the Finnish 
Automobile Club deserves mention. The activity of the majority was 
paralyzed during the war. A new plan of organizing first-aid stations

The Finnish Red Cross 
administers blood dona
tions throughout the coun
try. The picture shows 
blood being donated at 
the Helsinki blood service 

bureau.
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has been prepared and it calls for the establishment during the summer 
of 1948 of sixty-two first-aid stations along the main highways.

The Finnish Red Cross also worked to combat epidemics and, in 
particular, to promote and expand nursing facilities during the past 
decade. When the field hospitals put at the disposal of the Defense 
Forces by the society were returned, it organized out of them equipment 
for eleven emergency hospitals of fifty beds each and two of twenty- 
five beds each, these being stored away on the initiative of the district 
committees in strategic localities to be ready for use in the event of 
the outbreak of epidemics.

During the ten-year period 1938-1948 the Finnish Red Cross en
gaged also in entirely new activities. Some of them have already become 
firmly established, others have only recently been started or are only 
on the verge of realization. Among these new activities might be men
tioned women’s social welfare work, the support of measures to investi
gate and combat occupational diseases, the organization of blood do
nation service, the combating of rheumatic diseases and the spreading 
o f information on the subject.

In the very beginning, it was remarked that the Finnish Red Cross 
had succeeded in attracting voluntary women workers into its ranks. 
Thus aided, the society has been able to expand its social welfare pro
gram. Committees of women have made garments and distributed the 
clothing as relief and concentrated their efforts, before all, on helping 
disabled war veterans and their, families, war widows and orphans, 
bombed-out families and other victims of the war. Assistance has also 
been given the aged.

Supporting work to investigate and combat occupational diseases was 
taken by the Finnish Red Cross into its program of activities in 1945. 
An incentive to do so was given on the one hand by serious cases of 
poisoning from wood-burning gas generators and on the other by the 
donation of funds to the society for this purpose. It granted substantial 
sub idies to investigators to carry out investigatiom· of cases of gas
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The Finnish Red Cross has organized exhibitions to publicize its work. The picture was taken 
at the exhibition held in connection with Red Cross Week in 1945.

poisoning and thereby advanced the campaign to clarify and combat 
a particularly destructive occupational disease.

During the war, especially, it was perceived how necessary was the 
organization of blood donations. This was successfully carried out by the 
Defense Forces. But after the war the activity was almost paralyzed. 
The Finnish Red Cross regarded the matter as requiring its attention. 
It had earlier gained experience in this field, for a couple of years after 
the opening of its own hospital it had established a blood transfusion 
service there mainly to satisfy the needs of this institution. At the end 
of 1947 the society drew up a broad and detailed plan for the organ
ization of such a service throughout the country. At the beginning of 
1948, the first blood service offices were opened. It is purposed to es
tablish altogether eighteen in different parts of the country. The society 
has appealed to the public and by now a considerable number of volun
tary blood donors are already registered in its books.

Among the most far-reaching of the new plans, now in a stage of
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realization, is a campaign to combat rheumatic diseases. This problem 
had not earlier attracted appreciable attention, even though rheumatism 
is, alongside tuberculosis, the most prevalent disease in the country. 
The Finnish Red Cross undertook in 1943 on the one hand to clarify 
the quality and incidence of rheumatic diseases and on the other to 
establish an up-to-date rheumatism hospital and research institute. The 
first-mentioned task it has entrusted to a rheumatism section of ex
perts. The hospital project, again, has progressed so far that work has 
already been started on the hospital area. The hospital is being built 
in direct connection with the Finnish Red Cross Hospital and it will 
have 200 beds. From a national standpoint the building of the Red Cross 
hospital is of prime importance, inasmuch as it will be possible to train 
medical and nursing personnel in the specialized care of rheumatic 
patients. In conjunction with this program of combating rheumatic 
diseases, the Finnish Red Cross has launched a systematic campaign of 
public enlightenment in the field.

Its ever-expanding activity has given the Finnish Red Cross reason 
also to render more effective its information service. In conjunction with 
its Central Committee, it has established an information department, 
which furnishes newspapers and magazines with news about the achie
vements of the Red Cross, thereby spreading knowledge of its activities. 
To this information department the society has entrusted its publica
tion activity, which includes in addition to its magazines the issuance 
of books and pamphlets and other propaganda. During the ten-year 
period it may furthermore be mentioned that the society organized a 
special Red Cross Week on thre° occasions, in 1942, 1945 and 1947. On 
these occasions it was striven to attract the attention of the whole na
tion to the work of the society and to collect funds for the support of 
its program.

Up to now the Finnish Red Cross has not had any special youth 
department, but it has entrusted certain duties carried out by the Ju
nior Red Cross in other countries to the national Scout organizations. 
The Scouts have, for instance, aided the Society by selling the Red
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The American Junior Red Cross has 
sent the schoolchildren of Finland 
about 65.000 gift parcels. In the pic
ture a little girl is opening her 
parcel in trembling excitement.

Cross flower. The Finnish Red Cross on its part has lent financial support 
to the Scouts by granting an annual sum of money for the training of 
Scout leaders. At the end of 1947, however, plans were laid for the found
ing of a Junior Red Cross in Finland.

It has already been mentioned in the foregoing that the Finnish 
Red Cross collaborates closely with the health and medical authorities. 
In addition, it maintains contact with many social welfare organiza
tions. Its relations with the various organs of the international Red 
Cross are on a solid basis. Furthermore, it is in friendly touch with 
many national Red Cross societies. The relief activities of the American 
Red Cross for the benefit of Finland have laid a foundation for team
work between the Red Cross societies of Finland and America. Rela
tions between the Finnish Red Cross and its sister societies in the other 
Nordic countries have long been intimate.
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The new Children’ s Castle in Helsinki, built by the Mannerheim League, is nearing completion.

The Child W e l fa re  Section oi the F in n ish  Red Cross:  
the M a n n e r h e i m  League

In conclusion follows some information about the child welfare section 
of the Finnish Red Cross, the Mannerheim League. Its activity has 
achieved ever larger scope from year to year and in its field it is the 
country’s greatest free civic organization. At the end of 1947 the 
Mannerheim League had, as has been mentioned, 593 local branches.

The Mannerheim League has done pioneer work in many respects 
in the field of child welfare. It inaugurated the training of public health 
nurses and supervised the courses until 1931, when the State took over.
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It established the first maternity and child health advice centers in the 
country, and it created the school physician, school dentist and school 
nurse systems of Finland. Most o f these institutions have gained public 
approval to such an extent that the State and local authorities are bound 
by law to maintain them.

Two main lines have been followed in the work of the League: the 
promotion of public health and the welfare of the young. The raising of 
public health standards has priority and in this field the Mannerheim 
League concentrates its efforts on looking after the health of expectant 
mothers and little children.

For the promotion of public health the Mannerheim League maintains 
institutions and engages in widespread educational work. Among the 
institutions under the administration of the League might be mentioned 
the Children’s Castle in Helsinki, with beds for 100 weak infants in 
need of special care; the training of child nurses has been arranged in 
conjunction with infant care. During the current year a new, up-to-date 
Children’s Castle with 150 beds will be completed. It is an aim of the 
Mannerheim League to establish similar children’s hospitals in different 
parts of the country. The first of these is under construction in the city 
of Kuopio. With sixty beds, it will be completed in 1949.

Mothers bring their 
children to a health 
center for exami
nation and advice.
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The reception room of a health center.

F or the care of children victimized by the war the Mannerheim League 
maintained three children’s homes, with a total of 150 beds, over a period 
of several years; they were discontinued in 1947.

The numerous different local sections of the Mannerheim League 
maintain various institutions for the care of children, such as day nur
series, kindergartens, playgrounds, day homes and children’s homes.

Of late years special health houses have been established on the initia
tive of the Mannerheim League. In them local instruction and advice 
in matters of health are concentrated by situating in the same building 
an advice center and the reception rooms and living quarters of a public 
health nurse and a midwife. It is planned to make of them communal 
institutions, but the Mannerheim League has energetically pushed for
ward their establishment on the one hand by public enlightenment work 
and procuring suitable type designs and on the other by relaying funds
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received from Sweden. Finland Relief has also given considerable support 
to the program. More than a hundred health houses have already been 
built or are currently under construction, while more than a hundred 
others are being projected.

In spite of the fact that according to legislation passed in 1944 the 
communes are bound to hire a public health nurse for every 4.000 in
habitants and engage a salaried midwife and establish a communal 
maternity and child health center, the Mannerheim League has all 
along aided the communes, particularly in the organization of health 
instruction. For those communes still lacking a public health nurse and 
an advice center, the League has maintained mobile child tvelfare centers. 
Annually they have examined some 20.000 children. The various de
partments o f the League have likewise engaged in widespread educational 
activities through their personnel.

Among other measures taken to promote public health the following

At the home makers’ school main
tained, by the Mannerheim League. 
— Pupils learning to mix milk foods.
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The Mannerheim League has organi
zed swimming courses and athletic 
contests. In the service of many 
local sections there are counsellors, 
who organize summer programs of 
recreation. — A summer recreation 

center.

also deserve mention. In Helsinki the Mannerheim League maintains 
a mother’s milk center, which distributes mother’s milk to children’s 
hospitals and private homes.

Housekeeping courses are given young women to acquaint them with 
child care and house work. Because in Finland — as in many other 
countries — trained help for the home is extremely difficult to find, 
the Mannerheim League undertook in 1937 to train home makers 
and for this purpose established near Helsinki a school, from which 
some 150 pupils have graduated each year. The home maker program 
has year by year gained ground. Many communes and different 
associations have engaged home makers in order to be able to send 
help, as the need arises, to homes where the mother, on account of 
illness or for some other reason, cannot take care of her duties.

In the sphere of promoting public health also belongs the care of 
children’s teeth. The League maintains ten mobile dental clinics, which 
in 1947 treated over 7.000 children.
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A special phase of the work of the Mannerheim League consists 
of operating institutions for problem children; near Helsinki there is an 
observation home and in the provinces there are three centers for gui
dance and advice in bringing up children.

The aim of youth welfare work is to foster wholesome interests among 
young people by encouraging club and physical training activities and 
thus helping the mental and physical development of youth. The Man
nerheim League inaugurated the Agricultural Club movement in Fin
land. Having been taken over by a special organization, it nevertheless 
continues to receive support from the League in its important mission 
of training rural youth in agriculture. The different local sections of 
the League also arrange diverse club activities for children and young 
people.

Particular attention has been paid to improving the physical condi
tion of children. With this end in view the Mannerheim League has trained 
swimming and playground instructors, especially for the summer acti
vities of children. As an indication of the scope of summer recreational 
work, it might be mentioned that in 1947 over 40.000 young people 
took part in the program. Improving proficiency in swimming was one

Small skiers.
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of the chief tasks. For children with poor posture the Mannerheim League 
maintains a special posture correction station in Helsinki.

The Mannerheim League has taken active part in the national effort 
to overcome the difficulties of the war and postwar periods. The effect 
of emergency conditions has been felt particularly heavily among child
ren. Over 50.000 children lost their fathers in the war and extremely 
large is the number of children who, when territorial cessions forced 
them to migrate from their homes, suffered great hardships.

In 1940 the Mannerheim League assumed a new task, the care of 
war orphans. In the card files of its War-Godparents Committee, there 
were at the end of 1947 a total of 50.628 war orphans. The committee 
has endeavored to secure a »godparent» or sponsor for each orphan; 
the duty of the sponsor is to contribute regularly to the support of the 
child. At the end of 1947 33.221 war orphans were receiving aid from 
sponsors. Substantial contributions have come from abroad, notably 
Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland. Nearly 20.000 war orphans have 
a foreign »godparent». In the year 1947 alone contributions to the support 
of orphans from sponsors reached the sum of nearly 200 million Finnish 
marks. Sponsors have helped their godchildren in other forms too: from 
Denmark, for instance, have come large numbers of gift parcels. The 
office of the Mannerheim League’s War-Godparents Committee also 
serves as a clearing house for correspondence between sponsors and 
orphans.

Another activity inspired by the difficulties of the postwar period 
is the » adoption»  by parishes and towns in Sweden of communities 
of corresponding character in Finland for the purpose of helping out in 
reconstruction in child welfare work. Almost every parish in Finland 
currently receives aid from Sweden through this arrangement. By the 
end of 1947 nearly 600 million Finnish marks had been contributed 
to the benefit of communal child welfare and public health ‘work in 
Finland by parish sponsors in Sweden.

The Mannerheim League has obtained aid for Finnish children from 
abroad in other forms too. In this connection might be mentioned the
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fact that, through the mediation of the League, the Save the Children 
Federation of America has extended its activity to Finland. It aids war 
orphans, the children of disabled veterans, and other children in diffi
culties; the aid chiefly takes the form of gift supplies. Sweden and Den
mark have given valuable aid, both countries having received large 
numbers of Finnish children into private homes and institutions for 
care. The Mannerheim League has supervised the sending of children 
to Denmark.

Throughout its existence and particularly during the past decade 
the Mannerheim League has worked with conspicious effect for the 
benefit of the children of Finland. It has also given substantial support 
to the Finnish Red Cross in the latter’s efforts to promote public health.

Thousands of children during the 
war and afterward were sent to 
Denmark through the agency of the 
Mannerheim League to gather new 
strength. A little traveler about to 
leave for a trip abroad. Note the 

identification tag!
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The Finnish Red Cross Week placard.

C onc lus i on

M oving into the year 1948 conditions in Finland showed many signs 
of improving. The country has recovered from the devastation of war 
remarkably fast, and life is gradually sliding into peace-time channels. 
As a result, the Finnish Red Cross can once more concentrate its atten
tion on its main tasks —  improving the standards of public health and 
the care of the sick. On the side it will naturally continue to do its best 
to help those who because of the war are in need. It wishes to fulfill 
its mission in the country and to the extent of its resources also colla
borate under the banner of the Red Cross in the international field.
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